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Employee Retention 

A common question or comment we here in our industry; do you know of a good herdsmen 

looking for a job? With the current tight job market and the changes in minimum wage we have 

to work harder and smarter to retain good people. As an industry in Ontario we are very quick 

to adopt new technologies to improve production, animal welfare and overall efficiencies. It is 

time we look at ways to maximize our use of human capital, our employees.   

The top reasons quoted for people leaving a job include lack of training, lack of communication 

and a lack of clear expectations and responsibilities. 

If we reflect on our operations and small businesses, most do not do well at preparing 

employees for the job. We don’t have time to train or don’t know how, a lot of our personnel 

work alone inside and we have never needed a job description before.  

Training 

Having a corporate code of conduct and a clear set of roles the employee will be responsible for 

and will be evaluated on is the first step (job description). They can’t do a good job without a 

sense of expectations. After the list is established we can create step by step instructions on 

how we want the job done. This list then becomes your standard operating procedure (SOP) for 

that task. 

Documenting this training in the employees file allows you to return for reviews and will help 

keep you current with workmen’s compensation rules (safety training), Ministry of Labour laws, 

new CQA requirements  and aid in the court of public opinion (animal welfare training and 

expectations).    

After the basics have been established how do we keep employees and ensure they are happy. 

Employee turnover is expensive. The average cost of replacing an employee is approximately 

75% of their wage. This includes recruitment and training costs, mistakes and lost productivity. 

It does not take into account the added stress and work load carried by the employer during 



the process. So how do we keep them? We need to ensure employee engagement. In other 

words employees need to be happy and feel needed. I know this may seem a little flowery and 

a lot of you may use the same line I used to; I pay them why can’t they just do their job? As 

noted in the introduction the main reasons for leaving a job is not wages. 

How do we keep employees engaged? There are five areas that need to be fulfilled to ensure 

engagement: meaning, autonomy, growth, impact and connection. 

Meaning 

Their work has to have purpose beyond the work itself. Make sure we emphasize the value and 

importance of caring for animals and the importance of their role in the safety of the food 

chain. 

Autonomy 

The ability to change their work environment that allows them to perform at their best. Once 

they are trained we need to trust them. We need to give them freedom to alter how they do 

the job as long as it gets done properly. This often creates innovation. The person finds a better 

way to get their job done. 

Growth 

Employees can become bored, distracted and disengaged when they feel their work is 

repetitive and routine. We need to keep giving employees new jobs to master, more 

responsibility and continuing education. Encourage or provide time for your employees to 

attend industry sponsored events. Challenge them to bring back new ideas that will improve 

the success of the business. 

Impact  

Employees need to know why they are doing their job and if their contributions are creating 

positive results. Share production numbers with team and acknowledge individual 

contributions that are helping achieve the farms goals. 

Connection 

Employees need to feel they belong to a team or a work family. A significant number of tasks on 

a farm are performed in isolation. Make sure you take time for team coffee and lunch meetings 

and allow everyone to know what contribution each member makes to the total operation. 

I know some of these concepts are not simple, concrete, easy items to put in place and may be 

outside our comfort zone but try to give them consideration. Awareness is the first step to 

increasing employee productivity.  
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